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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

10 / 15

b) Market fit/demand

9 / 15

c) Target Market Size

8 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

7 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

6 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

40 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?

8 / 10

b) Initial token allocation

8 / 15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms

5 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

7 / 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?

0/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

2 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

30 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public?

15 / 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience?

9 / 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?

3/5
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d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?

Total Points - Team

8 / 10

35 / 40

4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

9 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

3 / 15

c) Active Governance contributors

3/5

d) Governance infrastructure

6 /10

e) Robustness of Governance process

5 / 10

Total Points - Governance

26 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

15 / 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

10 / 10

Total Points - Regulatory

25 / 25

Total

156 / 250

1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion of the
problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem - better than other
industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new innovations that
help solve user's problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
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Answer: Notional is a decentralized protocol for fixed rate, fixed term lending and borrowing of crypto assets on
Ethereum. The protocol’s native token is the NOTE. NOTE is an ERC-20 token that governs the Notional protocol.
Users can lend or borrow stablecoins at fixed rates of interest for terms of up to six months using a variety of assets
as collateral. Notional achieves fixed rate lending via a primitive called fCash, which is redeemable for an underlying
currency like DAI upon the fCash token’s maturity date.
In Notional V2, an fCash token's denomination currency is distinct from its settlement currency. fCash is denominated
in an underlying token like DAI or USDC, but it is settled in a cToken like cDAI or cUSDC. For example, upon maturity, 100
fDAI is not directly redeemable for 100 DAI, rather it is redeemable for 100 DAI's worth of cDAI which is then freely
convertible into DAI at the user's will.
Splitting the denomination currency from the settlement currency allows the optimization of Notional's capital efficiency
with cTokens (ex. cDAI) while still enabling fixed rate lending and borrowing of the underlying tokens (ex DAI)
Notional operates specialized liquidity pools that allow users to efficiently trade cash for fCash and vice versa. nTokens
are the primary way that users provide liquidity to Notional. nTokens are ERC20 assets that are redeemable for a share
of Notional’s total liquidity in a given currency across all active maturities. Each asset that Notional supports for
borrowing and lending will have its own nToken ex. nDAI, nUSDC, nETH. The exchange rate that a user receives on their
trade implies a fixed rate of interest from the time of trade until the fCash token’s maturity.
To illustrate, liquidity providers deposit cTokens into Notional liquidity pools instead of the underlying currency. This
significantly increases their returns because they are getting the baseline cToken lending rate on their capital in addition
to the fees they earn in the Notional liquidity pools. Notional cash balances (denominated in cTokens) passively accrue
interest denominated in the underlying (ex DAI). This means that a fixed rate loan will begin to accrue the variable
cToken lending rate as soon as it reaches maturity even if it hasn't been rolled forward.
Upon an fCash asset's maturity, Notional determines the amount of cTokens (ex cDAI) that is equivalent to the fCash
asset's amount in the denomination currency (ex DAI) and converts the account's fCash into that amount of cTokens.
Notional’s innovation in terms of technicality lies in fCash. fCash’s uniqueness comes in its ability to split a token’s
denomination currency from its settlement currency allowing the optimization of the protocol’s capital efficiency with
cTokens while still enabling fixed rate lending and borrowing. Notional’s innovation has enabled fixed rate
lending/borrowing to become a major option to volatile lending/borrowing interest rates in DeFi, shielding
investors/users against serious losses. In terms of organisational innovation, the protocol doesn’t offer anything
different from other protocols. The protocol is therefore awarded a 10 for technical innovation only.

Score: 10

b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies a strong market demand. The market fit evaluates if
the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To
what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer: The protocol reports 833 active users on its website. This includes some 153 unique borrowers and 269 unique
lenders. These user numbers have resulted in about $206M of TVL, which is roughly about 27% of the fixed rate lending
market size so the protocol is indeed targeting the right market. This figure, though low, could potentially grow to meet
the huge demand of the lending/borrowing industry worth billions of dollars. Checks on Defillama show growth in TVL
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from double figures in millions to triple figures in just under 1 year, even clocking almost a billion dollars in TVL at the
peak of the crypto bull run in 2021 (can be seen in the image from DefiLlama below).

It is currently ranked 15th on Defillama’s list of lending protocols and has the highest TVL for all fixed rate lending
protocols which is a good sign of a market fit. The protocol is scored a 9 for showing signs of a market fit in a
promising market
Score: 9

c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example: Lending).
Because Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the target market size.
Answer: The lending and borrowing market is a fairly big one. Coingecko estimates it to be around 5 billion dollars
based on market capitalisation. DefiLlama estimates it to be 24 billion dollars based on TVL alone. However, these
market values are much larger than the market value of fixed-rate protocols in DeFi. Fixed-rate lending protocols that
already have formal products all add up to a TVL of only about $767 million.
Compared to the global lending and borrowing DeFi market, the target market size isn’t overly huge but it is
substantial and shows signs of sustainable growth. The protocol is awarded an 8.
Score: 8

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
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This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer: The protocol has competitive capabilities. This is what it looks like compared to the top fixed rate lending
protocols in terms of TVL and trading volume.

Protocol

Trading volume ($)

TVL ($)

Real volume

Yield protocol

39k

16M

1.2k

Element

n/a

33M

n/a

Pendle

700k

9.6M

21k

Barnbridge

15.8M

7.8M

520k

Tranche

25k

3M

1.3k

Notional Finance

146k

206M

70k

NB: Messari defines real volume as the actual volume traded by a protocol devoid of wash trades.
Based on TVL alone, an argument can be made that the protocol functions as an alternative to the top lending protocols
such as Aave, Compound and Venus but as shown from the trading volume, Notional’s daily trading volume doesn’t
reflect that. The reason is that Notional and Yield strictly have lending/borrowing models and so tend to have trading
volumes in the same range. Element, Barnbridge and Tranche Finance have more complex models with Element having
an AMM while Barnbridge even has derivatives incorporated and so they reflect higher trading volumes. This doesn’t
necessarily make them better performers.
Looking at the “real volume” metric, it can be seen that only Barnbridge outcompetes Notional. This makes Notional
really competitive in the fixed lending/borrowing space. Though it pales in comparison when compared to bigger and
general lending protocols like Aave and Compound, credit will be given to its dominance in the fixed rate lending
space and the protocol will be awarded a 7
Score: 7

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
Answer: The protocol has no vertical integrations.
Horizontal Integrations
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- Yearn has integrated Notional’s fixed rate lending strategies to boost and stabilize their returns while also making
them less dependent on DeFi token prices.
- FiatDAO has also integrated Notional’s fCash to enable users to earn yield by lending fixed on Notional, then minting
$FIAT against their lends to access immediate liquidity to pursue other investment opportunities.
Partnership
- The protocol has a partnership with ImmuneFi offering a $1M bug bounty focused on their smart contracts and app
to prevent loss of funds, voting manipulation and any function that is outside the intended behaviour of the smart
contracts.
- The protocol partnered with Gluckarte for an NFT drop to its users in 2021.
The protocol will be scored a 5 for its integrations, though they are few, because Yearn is a very known entity with
more impact in DeFi at least. The partnerships on the other hand are very limited and even the NFT partnership doesn’t
really have any impact on the protocol’s value proposition in any way. The protocol will be scored a 1 for that, bringing
the total to 6.
Score: 6

2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behavior in the protocol, and the ability of the
token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or influence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
Answer: Although voting currently serves as signalling to the team, the NOTE token is the governance token of the
Notional protocol. NOTE holders can propose, vote on, and implement changes through the team to Notional system
parameters and smart contracts. Each NOTE holder gets one vote per NOTE that they hold.
Aside this, other utilities include:
- NOTE is used to incentivise liquidity providers by distributing them to nToken holders. nToken holders accrue NOTE
rewards proportional to their share of the total NOTE outstanding and to the annual NOTE emission rate for that
currency type
- NOTE is used to contribute to the security of the protocol through staking, which directly earns stakers yield as well.
- LP providers also earn a small portion of fees generated by the protocol in the form of note
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The protocol is scored an 8 here because the token provides very commendable uses for the users and the protocol
as a whole
Score: 8

b) Initial token allocation? (15 points)
Token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol and, if done well, can improve coordination and alignment
among different stakeholders. Was the genesis/initial distribution fair and balanced? Are the tokens distributed widely
or is the ownership concentrated and skewed toward early insiders? Are vesting schedules aligned with long-term
vision?
Answer: The total supply of NOTE is 100M with the following allocation:
50,000,000 (50%) to liquidity incentives
6,620,000 (6.62%) to development grants and community building
23,600,000 (23.6%) to the team and future team members unlocked over three years
19,780,000 (19.78%) to early investors unlocked over three years
Notional V2 will enable developers to build financial products that incorporate fCash without having to worry about the
underlying collateralization and trading infrastructure that makes fCash liquid and secure, through the 6.62M NOTE
allocation. It also airdropped 0.75% of the total NOTE supply to users of the protocol before July 2021, which came
from the allocation devoted to community building
Liquidity incentives will be allocated directly to nToken holders according to an incentive emission rate over a period
of 4 years set per currency by Notional governance.
The distribution and vesting periods can be seen to be following the distribution curve below:

Source: Notional info
Of the total supply, there are currently 15.2M NOTE in circulation. The protocol has 1462 holders and the top 100
holders own 98.6% of the tokens pointing to a concentrated ownership as shown below:
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Source: Cryptorank
The largest holder addresses are identified as follows:
Liquidity incentives - 10M (10.01%)
Founders and investors - 35.83M (35.83%)
Protocol treasury - 30M (30%)
Community - 4.8M (4.84%)
Team - 4.1M (4.06%)
This brings the total to 84.73M tokens leaving 15.27M NOTE, the approximate number of tokens in circulation.
From the initial allocation, 56.62% of the total token supply has been allocated to the community (50% for liquidity
incentives with an additional 6.62% for developers). Now this community allocation isn’t bad per se, but on the contrary
the team and investors have allocated themselves 43.38% of the entire token supply. This is very questionable as the
token distribution is skewed towards early investors and the team. It doesn’t make the distribution fair and balanced.
The vesting periods for the token distribution are fair though and can be seen from the distribution curve showing the
gradual distributions of the tokens allocated. The distribution does ensure a long-term commitment from all
stakeholders and though not the best, it does align them for the protocol’s progress. The protocol is therefore
awarded a strong 8 overall.
Score: 8

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms (10
points)
Most token distribution schedules have built-in inflation. This section evaluates the purpose of that continuous token
distribution. Is it justifiable? Does it help improve the coordination and alignment of incentives for the protocol? Does
it incentivise positive-sum behaviour? Are the benefits flowing to all relevant stakeholders or just select groups?
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Answer: The token issuance ensures that liquidity providers receive the largest allocation of any stakeholder. 50% of
the total NOTE supply to liquidity providers ensures that the Notional protocol will be sufficiently capitalized to meet the
needs of any end user, no matter their size.
Liquidity incentives will be allocated directly to nToken holders according to an incentive emission rate set per
currency by Notional governance.The below schedule lays out a tentative vision for the distribution of liquidity
incentives over time:
Year 1 Emission: 20M NOTE
Year 2 Emission: 15M NOTE
Year 3 Emission: 10M NOTE
Year 4 Emission: 5M NOTE
Aside this, all other NOTE allocations will be issued over a period of at least 3 years.
NOTE token holders will be able to propose and vote on setting liquidity fees, setting collateral haircuts, onboarding new
collateral types, activating new maturities for lending and borrowing different assets, determining liquidity incentive
emission rates for different currencies, proposing and evaluating upgrades to the protocol.
The token issuance placing emphasis on sufficient capitalization of the protocol through liquidity supply to meet the
needs of any end user is quite justifiable. Greater liquidity supply improves the coordination of the protocol and is critical
to the operation of its lending, borrowing and AMM services. The token distribution also factors in all relevant
stakeholders, distributing to them over reasonable vesting periods. All these could have earned the protocol a strong 7.
However, the issuance model currently gives holders active rewards only and no passive rewards. Holders of the token
also have their votes only counting as signals to the team and not directly as formal governance. The issuance therefore
doesn’t
incentivise
positive
sum
behaviour
and
results
in
a
deduction
of
-2.
Score: 5

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?
Answer: There is a mechanism in place to distribute value accrued to support coordination of the protocol. Borrowers
and lenders pay a small transaction fee that's split between the protocol and the liquidity providers. The rate shown on
the Notional UI includes that fee. The protocol scores a 7 here because Notional actually has low fee values but chooses
to
split
between
LPers
and
the
protocol.
Score: 7
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e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer: The token has very limited availability on both decentralised and centralised exchanges. This can be seen in
the image below from Coingecko.

The protocol scores a 0 for limited availability

Score: 0

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on other
protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
Answer: Apart from swapping on Uniswap and Sushiswap, the token cannot be used outside the protocol. All its
utilities are within the protocol.
Score: 2
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3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favors
teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the specific anons involved can be
taken into account

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members, is there
any way to track their background/record?
Answer: The identities of the team members are very much public and credible. They are listed below:
1. Jeff Wu: Cofounder and CTO
2. Teddy Woodward: Cofounder
3. Kyle Long: Head of marketing
4. Michael Burkett: Head of design
5. Megan Sharon: Senior blockchain engineer
6. Matthew Garret: Fronted architect
7. Cameron Schorg: Head of business development
Score: 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer: The team members have very relevant backgrounds and skillsets.
1. Jeff Wu: He was the senior product manager for Splunk (2019-2020) where he worked on building blockchainfocused products. He is also the co-founder of Ohmstead, LLC (2018) and was the engineering manager of Atlassian
(2011-2017) where he led a team of engineers and business analysts working on Atlassian's data warehouse and data
integration systems. His skill sets include SQL, data analytics, data mining and warehousing, Python, Hadoop and
machine learning.
2. Teddy Woodward: He worked as the head of trading for Ayanda Capital (2018-2020), was a trader for Barclays
Investment bank (2015-2018), worked as a summer analyst for the same bank in 2014 and was a trading assistant
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intern for the Chicago Trading Company (2013). His skills aren't mentioned but likely include data analysis, market
research and business strategy looking at his experience.
3. Kyle Long: He was the co-founder of UnTour Food Tours (2010-2020), worked as a marketing assistant for the
Frankfurt School of Finance and Management (2009-2010) and was a marketing associate for Adidas (2006-2007).
His skills include public relations, Mandarin, media relations, international business, marketing strategy and
communication, event management, social media marketing and brand development.
4. Michael Burkett: He is the co-founder, CEO and head of design at Accomplice.Design (2019-present), worked as a
product design track co-lead and primary instructor for Tradecraft (2015-2019) and was also the co-founder and
designer for Team Machine (2016-2017). He is skilled at mobile app development, web design, information
architecture, data analytics, CSS, android and iOS development, Figma and visual design.
5. Megan Sharon: She's the founder and solutions architect for Sprout.dev (2020-present), was the principal software
developer for GigLabs (2021), worked as the senior developer for AgileThought (2018-2020) and worked as a web
architect for the Walt Disney Company (2017-2018). She is skilled at cloud computing, mobile applications, Azure,
Angular,Node.js, React.js, JavaScript, docker, Git, Ruby on Rails, Swift, Amazon Web Services, Solidity, Ethereum and
full-stack development.
6. Matthew Garret: He has worked at Koddi (2019-2022) and Shift Markets (2018-2019) as a frontend developer. He
also worked as a configuration and support analyst for Cerner Corporation (2015-2018) and was a freelance frontend
developer from 2016-2018. He is skilled at Ruby on Rails, web design and development, JavaScript, React.js, SASS,
SQL, jQuery, CSS, HTML and Github.
7. Cameron Schorg: He has worked as a keynote speaker, educator and consultant for Atlantis Growth (2014-present)
educating people on Bitcoin, blockchain and smart cities. He was also the head of growth for Lunar Outpost (20192020), the lead for 5G, smart cities and blockchain business development for Dish Network (2018-2019) and a
customer support for Shapeshift.io (2016-2018).
The protocol doesn’t really have a roadmap and so the skill sets couldn’t be aligned to what it intends to work on in the
future. This results in a -1 for that.

Score: 9

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate? (5
points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the team
members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence
of the industry?
Answer: The team occasionally participates in the public debate talking about fixed rates in DeFi lending and how
users can capitalise on it. A few of their presentations, thoughts and opinions are shared below:
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- Diving into fixed interest rates - Coingecko podcast with Teddy Woodward.
- Fixed rates in DeFi - DeFi Slate podcast with Teddy
- Flavours of DeFi
- Notional finance on Solidity - with Jeff Wu
- Podcast by Around the coin: Episode 328 - with Teddy Woodward
Though there are quite a number of them, the presentations, thoughts, etc. are not numerous enough to be deemed
active participation which results in -2.
Score: 3

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the team raised
sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer: The team has attracted sufficient monetary resources
- The protocol raised $10M from a series A funding round in 2021.
- The protocol again raised $1.3M from a seed round in 2020.
In terms of human resources
- The protocol organises an audit hackathon for the Notional codebase dubbed “Code Arena”. Code Arena attracts a
network of highly talented, independent security auditors for the protocol.
- The protocol organises art contests to attract designs that can be used to promote it.
- The protocol has a Notable Impressions Programme where it incentivises community members to:
a) Support twitter follower growth/engagement
b) Help surface potential future PT/FT growth leads.
c) Increase reach of important narratives and drive followers for the Notional brand by:
- Educating people on the value of $NOTE, staking/participating in governance, etc.
- Increasing usage of the protocol itself by promoting benefits of fixed rates
- Pushing awareness of Notional integrations
- Finding/promoting statistics that highlight Notional’s dominance
The protocol has allocated as much as $25k for this programme with individual payments of $15 per 1k impressions
for a twitter promotion post. In summary, the team can coordinate efficiently with the human and monetary resources
they have and is scored an 8.
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Score: 8

4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.

a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
Answer: The protocol has admin keys and Teddy the co-founder confirms this. Enquiries from the discord revealed that
the admin keys are controlled by a 3/5 Gnosis safe. The signers on that safe are the team members (Teddy and Jeff)
and three external people who weren’t named. This can be seen in a snippet of the chat below.

Source: discord
The admin keys allow reception of funds. Though the admin keys are operated by a multi-sig, the team is primarily
involved in its operation. The protocol is therefore given the least mark of the 9 - 13 score range.
Score: 9
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b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols. How
much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer: Currently, governance has very little impact on operations and mainly functions as a signal to the team. Notional
is undergoing a process of gradual decentralisation. It plans to gradually decentralise administrative control of the
system. Below is a screenshot of NOTE token holders responsibilities after decentralisation:

Source: Notional docs
Staked NOTE, NOTE and Treasury Management contracts will have their ownership transferred to on-chain governance
in Q2 of 2022. After that, it will gradually transition various administrative functions of Notional to on-chain governance
away from the multisig. This is also confirmed further from an inquiry in their discord.

Source: discord
The protocol is scored a 3 for governance functioning only as a signal.
Score: 3
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c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practiced by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
Answer: Voters are fairly active in the main debate platform of the protocol, that is, the discord channel. They are also
consistent on the off-chain voting site though not much on-chain. The numbers are generally less than 100. In
Snapshot voting activity based on overall 7 proposals, the participating average is 47 voters (voting address) and the
tokens used for voting averaged 263,857 NOTE.
Below are screenshots of a recent improvement proposal (NIP) and a request for comment held on the platform.
1. Notional Improvement proposal

2.Notional Request for Comment

Though voters are active, numbers are still minimal which results in a -2.
Score: 3
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d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
sufficient documentation available?
Answer: The protocol has a useful governance structure. Governance currently uses on-chain voting via Notional and
off-chain signalling via Snapshot. The channels for governance debates are Commonwealth where ideas and proposal
discussions take place and a discord channel where much of the debate goes on as well. The protocol is scored a 6
because the governance infrastructure isn’t entirely reliable with the governance serving as signalling to the team rather
than operating as a decentralised governance.
Score: 6

e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does the protocol have
a formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
Answer: The protocol has a formal governance process. This is how the protocol proposes to facilitate governance:
-

Submit idea on the notional forum and leave open for at least 1 week. Use feedback to refine proposal.
If the sentiment is generally positive for the idea, post on snapshot.
If the snapshot reaches quorum and passes, we will push to the notional governance dashboard if on-chain
voting is required.
Community can vote on chain when applicable

The protocol is awarded a 5 because the governance process isn’t robust
Score: 5

5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in
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case of a breach of the agreement?
Answer: A legal entity is connected to the protocol with information about the entity available. The protocol has two
locations with its main headquarters at the Greater New York Area, East Coast in the New York jurisdiction of the
USA. The second headquarters is located in the USA with the address CO 80211 in Colorado within the Denver
jurisdiction. In case of a breach users can hold the protocol accountable.
Score: 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable.
Answer: The USA is a top-tier jurisdiction with applicable laws.
Score: 10
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forward to gaining experience as a rater with DAOs and making a full time living off cryptocurrencies.

